They suffered from "that foolish assumption that theory could be trans lated directly into practice":51
Here, at last, they were in a land which seemed to offer them unlimited scope for applying their ideals; a land freshly conquered and undisputed. They would divide it, split it up, give to each man toiling on the soil a parcel of land, in accordance with abstract formulae. On paper and in theory nothing could be simpler. These magic formulae were derived from statistical research which would show the exact number of acres needed by a 'toiler' in any given district. . . . The following reasoning was then applied. Here is a district belonging to the Tsar: it contains X number of hectares and is inhabited by Y number of nomads. As each nomad is entitled to thirty hectares, the total amount of land due to them is Y multiplied by thirty. Deduct that figure from the total acreage of the area and you have a balance N which should be handed over the settlers.
Q. E. D.52
Such "norms" proved useless, Palen charged, since they derived from "su perficial investigations" and the "routine application" of abstract figures. The most dangerous element with respect to the expansion of Persian colonization are the so-called private landholders?whoever they may be, whether Russian or Persian subjects. In the last several years they have seized vast tracts of land by means of purchase and long-term rental.
Here, with particular sharpness, emerges the contrast between the pri vate interests of these groups and that of Russia's national-historic tasks. Here we confront the question of the fate of all those latifundia that have been seized in recent years by Russian citizens, and possibly also by the 100. Tatishchev to Nikolenko, 27 October 1916, ibid., 11. 164-66ob.; Tatishchev to Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich, 9 May 1916, ibid., 11. 13-14. 101. 
